INTRODUCTION
Compared to 2D video, Three-Dimensional Television (3DTV) and Free Viewpoint Video (FVV) provide a realistic experience to the user by simulating the depth perception. Furthermore, FVV provides an interactive experience by enabling the user to navigate through the scene. In order to support depth perception, the overall system of 3D from content generation to display differs from existing 2D standards. In stereoscopic 3D (S3D) systems, we need both right and left views corresponding to a specific viewpoint. However, it is not feasible and not always possible to locate stereo camera systems at every single point that we would like to capture the scene. Moreover, as the number of viewpoints increase, 3D system will require higher computational capabilities and more complex coding and streaming techniques. To overcome feasibility issues and practical limits, researchers and developers have worked on various techniques such as depth image-based rendering (DIBR) [1] .
Using DIBR, we need a single reference view and the corresponding depth map to synthesize a virtual view at new viewpoints. From content generation to the display side, each of the steps in the DIBR-based 3DTV processing chain affect the perceived quality. The technical report in [2] describes and categorizes stereoscopic artifacts that can occur inside a 3DTV processing chain. Performance of 3DTV and FVV systems are tested based on these artifacts in the literature. Compression and transmission contribute to the artifacts as outlined in [3] and [4] . It is established in the literature that the quality assessment of 3D videos inherently differs from quality assessment of 2D. As a result, researchers worked on 3D-specific concepts such as naturalness and viewing experience under varying blur and depth levels [5] . A broader discussion about challenges and advances in multimedia quality assessment can be found in [6] .
In this paper, we specifically discuss the effectiveness of 3VQM in capturing certain types of distortions. The distortions we consider in this paper are limited to blur, compression artifacts, transmission losses and depth map estimation errors. We start by summarizing 3VQM in Section 2. Then, we describe the distortion types and analyze the performance of 3VQM in Section 3. We focus on validation in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section 5.
A 3D VIDEO QUALITY MEASURE (3VQM)
3VQM is a 3D Video Quality Measure that objectifies the visual discomfort in the stereoscopic videos. We obtain 3VQM by combining three distortion measures defined as spatial outliers (SO), temporal outliers (TO) and temporal inconsistencies (TI). We will briefly describe these distortion metrics but readers are encouraged to look at [7] for a detailed description.
Depth maps may not be accurate because of errors in depth estimation, rounding, compression and transmission. Therefore, we need to define an ideal depth map that would generate a visual distortion-free 3D video using DIBR. This definition implies that the video is free from DIBR-induced excessive disparities, fast changing disparities, geometric distortions, temporal flickering or spatial noise in the form of depth cues inconsistencies. Ideal depth is a function of the color video for the view to be interpolated and it is used as a baseline to measure the errors in depth maps. Ideal depth can be estimated from the rendered virtual view intensity vector I v , the distortion-free view intensity vectorĪ o , the received depth mapZ vector, focal length F v , relative location of the rendered view s (+1 for right and −1 for left), scaling factor α and the baseline B as follows:
We define ∆Z as the difference between the ideal depth and received depth. Since we defined ∆Z, distortion metrics can be formulated as follows:
• Spatial Outliers (SO): Non-zero values of ∆Z with non-uniform distribution results in relocation of pixels during the wrapping process. As a consequence, visual effects of these errors are spatially noticeable. Therefore, SO is a function of ∆Z and can be expressed as the standard deviation of depth map errors.
• Temporal Outliers: Temporal variation of depth map errors leads to visual distortions that can appear as impulsive intensity changes around textured region and flickering around flat regions. To take into account these temporal variations, we can express TO as standard deviation of two depth map errors in time domain. 
We combine these distortion measures into a single 3D visionbased quality metric for S3D videos as follows:
where K is a scale factor that we choose to be 5; and the constants a, b, and c are determined empirically. In [7] , we suggested to use the following values: a = 8, b = 8 and c = 6.
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF 3VQM
In this section, we test the effectiveness of 3VQM in capturing errors and inconsistencies in the rendered depth-based 3D videos. At first, we will apply blur kernel under varying parameters to model the changes in naturalness and viewing experience as outlined in [5] . Then, we focus on compression artifacts and transmission losses that lead to visual distortions. We use Balloons, Champagne Tower, Kendo, Lovebirds and Pantomime sequences from 3DMobile project. Virtual views are rendered using DIBR [1] . The hierarchical hole filling (HHF) is performed to avoid occlusion/disocclusion problems [8] . We also render virtual views using ground truth depth maps and reference views to get a baseline for comparison. PSNR and 3VQM results for the degraded video sets are given in Fig.1 and we will refer to this figure throughout this section.
Simulating Artifacts
We simulate the inaccuracy in depth maps using a Gaussian blur kernel. We implement different blur levels: 7 × 7 kernel with σ = 2, σ = 5, σ = 10 and 19 × 19 kernel with σ = 10, σ = 20 and σ = 80.
Compression artifacts lead to visual distortions that degrade the quality of user experience. We use ver. 18.4 of H.264/AVC reference software to separately encode and decode ground truth depths and color videos [9] . We use CABAC as entropy coding method and perform different levels of compression with QP = 28, QP = 40 and QP = 50.
We packetize each frame as one packet and we use the Gilbert Elliot model to simulate the transmission losses. Usually, interpolation and error concealment algorithms are used to fill in the lost data and packets. In this work, we do not include any interpolation algorithm. Packet loss rate is set to 2%, 5% and 10%. We perform different realizations of color and depth videos on five video sequences and using three different packet loss ratios.
Performance Evaluation
We synthesize the virtual views using reference color videos and degraded depth maps. Also we generate synthesized views using degraded color videos along with ground truth depth maps. We report the results where the distortion is applied to one channel, i.e., either the depth map or the reference video.
Compression and blurring of depth maps result in losing information that mostly corresponds to high frequency content or edges within the depth maps. But with depth maps having a simple structure and one color channel, compression and blurring lead to smoothing, which decreases the spatial and temporal variation. Hole filling also compensates for the inaccuracies that result from the smoothing of depth maps. The subjective quality of the rendered videos based on blurred and compressed depths are similar to the ones that are based on ground truth. PSNR decreases after a certain blur level, however 3VQM is almost insensitive to the blurring applied to the depth as it can be seen in parts a, b, e and f of Fig.1 .
Color frames in the reference view are represented with three channels and the structure is inherently more complicated than depth. Objects located at the same distance with respect to the camera frame are represented with the same value in the depth maps. Whereas, pixel values of the same objects that are located at the same depth can significantly differ depending on the content in the color video. Thus, degradation in the color video directly degrades the rendered video. Degraded color videos result in lower PSNR and 3VQM values for most of the sequences as it is given in parts c, g, and h of Fig. 1 .
3VQM values decrease as we increase the level of compression applied to color videos as in Fig.1(h) . In contrast, 3VQM gets slightly higher when we increase the level of blur as it is shown Fig.1(d) . Since blurring smooths the image blockwise, the difference between the reference and rendered view becomes less in Eq.(1) and it results in higher 3VQM because of lower ∆Z. Although 3VQM is more sensitive to compression and blur when it is applied to color video, the metric behaves differently with transmission losses. This is expected as with losses, the whole depth and color videos are lost and the metric value directly drops for all of the sequences as it is illustrated in Fig.1(i-l) . We packetize depth and color videos that are already compressed with H.264. QP is set to 40 for all sequences. Transmission follows compression and errors are cumulative in the 3DTV processing chain. Thus, PSNR and 3VQM decreases for all of the sequences after transmission.
The quantities SO and T O are functions of ∆Z. Therefore, 3VQM directly depends on the reliability of Z Ideal , which is expressed in Eq. (1) . All of the parameters except α are based on the DIBR configuration. However, we need to scale the difference of rendered and distortion-free views so that it will be effective in determining the value of Z Ideal . If the difference term is not scaled with a reasonable value of α , the second term in the denominator will dominate the expression. Thus, Z Ideal will be approximately equal to the received depth map and this results in SO=1 and TO=1. To scale the terms in the denominator into the same level, α is set to 120 for all of the sequences.
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VALIDATION OF 3VQM
In addition to the videos from Mobile3D project, we captured stereo videos using Point Grey's BumbleBee2 camera. To simulate the degradation of quality, we perform H.264 based compression and estimated depth maps using stereo matching and 2D to 3D conversion methods instead of using ground truth depth map. We performed subjective quality assessment according to the requirements mentioned in [10] . Subjects evaluated the quality of video sequences with a discrete rating. Raw scores were collected and processed to give Difference Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS). 21 video sequences of 30 seconds length with both reference and distorted videos were used in the subjective test. Performance of 3VQM is compared with PSNR, weighted average PSNR [11] and structural similarity index (SSIM) [12] . A more comprehensive analysis of 3VQM including full-reference and noreference approaches was submitted as a journal publication.
Validation scores are selected according to the VQEG recommendations. We use Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Pearson Linear Correlation Coefficient (CC), Spearman Rank Order Correlation Coefficient (ROCC), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Outlier Ratio (OR) and the standard deviation of the DMOS values (σ DM OS ).We define outliers as the points whose distance from the reference is greater than twice the DMOS standard deviation. High CC and ROCC shows coherency, low RMSE and MAE indicates accuracy and low OR represents consistency. As it is given in Table 1 , 3VQM is the most accurate, coherent, and consistent among all objective measures represented in this paper.
CONCLUSION
We evaluated the effectiveness of 3VQM in capturing depth inconsistencies by simulating compression artifacts, transmission losses and depth map estimation errors. According to the simulation results, 3VQM captures the depth inconsistencies based on errors in the reference views more effectively than errors in the depth map. Errors based on smoothing are not considered as degradation since they lead to decrease in temporal and spatial variations. We performed subjective quality assessment to validate 3VQM and we showed that 3VQM is the most accurate, coherent, and consistent among all objective measures represented in this paper.
